Abstract. We present a line search multigrid method based on Nash's MG/OPT multilevel optimization approach for solving discretized versions of convex infinite dimensional optimization problems. Global convergence is proved under fairly minimal requirements on the minimization method used at all grid levels. In particular, our convergence proof does not require that these minimization, or so-called "smoothing" steps, which we interpret in the context of optimization, be taken at each grid level in contrast with multigrid algorithms for PDEs, which fail to converge without such steps. Preliminary numerical experiments show that our method is promising.
1. Introduction. Infinite dimensional optimization problems are a major source of large-scale finite dimensional optimization problems [13, 27] . Since it is not possible or very hard to obtain explicit solutions for these problems, they are usually solved numerically either by a "discretize-then-optimize" strategy or an "optimizethen-discretize" strategy. In this paper, we follow the first strategy and consider a class of problems whose discretized versions have the form:
(1.1) min
where h is an index used to specify the resolution or discretization of the optimization problem, x h is a vector of dimension n h and f h is a real valued and twice continuously differentiable convex function on a domain Ω h ∈ R n h . Multigrid methods [9, 11, 12, 19, 25, 34, 35, 36] are iterative methods that were originally proposed for linear elliptic partial differential equations (PDEs). In this approach, coarser grid corrections are recursively imbedded in an iterative process, in combination with so called "relaxation" or "smoothing" steps, to accelerate the convergence on the target grid. Several extensions for nonlinear PDEs have been well studied. One is the global linearization method [20, 34] , which uses the multigrid method within Newton's method for nonlinear equations to solve the system of linear equations that provides the Newton step at each iteration. The second is the local linearization method, such as the full approximation scheme (FAS) [10] and the closely related nonlinear multigrid method (NMGM) [19] , in which the multigrid methodology is directly applied to the original system of nonlinear equations and its corresponding system of nonlinear residual equations. A combination of global and linearization is studied in [37] and a projection multilevel method is proposed for quasilinear elliptic PDEs in [23, 24, 26] , where the system of nonlinear equations is reformulated as a least-squares problem.
Multigrid methods for infinite dimensional optimization problems have also received considerable attention [1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 14, 33] . However, until recently the essential thrust of these methods was based on employing multigrid methods for solving the nonlinear equations derived from the optimality condition of problem (1.1). In a new approach, Nash [21] (see also [22, 29] ) proposed a multigrid optimization framework for solving problem (1.1), where f h (x h ) is a convex function of x h . A proof of the global convergence of Nash's method was given in [5] . This proof requires that at least one iteration of the optimization algorithm that is used at each level be performed either before going to a coarser level or after returning from a coarser level during a multigrid cycle. These iterations of the optimization algorithm are similar to prior smoothing or post smoothing steps in multigrid methods for PDEs. Expanding on Nash's approach, Gratton, Sartenaer and Toint [18, 16, 17] proposed a recursive trust region method that converges to a first-order optimal point without doing such smoothing steps at each multigrid cycle.
In this paper, we propose a line search multigrid optimization method that adopts some of the features of both Nash's method and the method of Gratton, Sartenaer and Toint. We show that the search direction generated by our multigrid approach is always a descent direction when the objective function f h (x h ) is convex. We interpret smoothing steps as steps in an optimization algorithm, and prove that our line search method does not require such steps at each multigrid cycle to guarantee global convergence in the convex case. We aslo prove that the convergence rate is at least R-linear. Smoothing steps can be Newton steps and we show that convergence is still guaranteed without solving the Newton systems exactly. If each Newton system is solved by the linear multigrid method, our algorithm can be viewed as a combination of the global linearization method and the FAS scheme for nonlinear PDEs.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly review multigrid methods for PDEs. In section 3, a multigrid method for solving unconstrained convex problems is developed. A proof of global convergence as well as a proof of R-linear convergence for uniformly convex problems are presented in section 4.1. Global convergence for general convex function is proved in section 4.2. In section 5, we discuss some techniques to enhance our mulitigrid method, including the full multigrid method, different ways to generate search directions, and other ways to do smoothing steps. Finally preliminary numerical results are given in Section 6.
We adopt the following notation in this paper: f h,k ≡ f h (x h,k ), ∇f h,k ≡ ∇f h (x h,k ). Here x h,k is a vector where the first subscript h denotes the discretization level of the multigrid and the second subscript k denotes the iteration count. If a vector has only one subscript, as for example x h , the subscript h either refers to the level of the multigrid, and thus x h itself is a vector or it refers the fact that x h is the hth component of the vector x. When it is not clear from the context, we will point out the specific meaning. We use letter H to denote the next coarsest level h − 1 from level h. N is reserved for the index of the finest level and N 0 for the coarsest level.
Multigrid Methods for PDEs. Consider solving the system of linear equations (2.1)
A
where A h is a symmetric positive definite matrix and h is the discretization level. Let B h be an approximate inverse of A h . Define R h to be the restriction operator from level h to level H and P h be the prolongation operator from level H to level h. As in standard multigrid methods, we assume that:
Assumption 2.1. The prolongation operator P h and the restriction operator R h satisfy:
For simplicity, we take σ h = 1, which does not affect our convergence analysis. Assumption 2.2. The coarser level matrix A h−1 relates to the finer level matrix
Given an approximate solution x h,k , a multigrid cycle [19, 35] for solving problem 2.1 can be stated as follows:
Compute the residualr
Interpolate the correction: e h,k = P h e h−1,k . Compute the new approximation solution: x h,k+1 =x h,k + e h,k .
As a result, we have the following iterative algorithm:
Since understanding the two-grid version of Algorithm 2 is sufficient for understanding the general algorithm, we only consider the two-grid algorithm here. From Algorithm 1, with h − 1 = H, we have
wherer h,k = b h − A hxh,k is the residual at the pointx h,k . Note that the step e H,k involves A
−1
H . This is true for the two-grid version, where level H is the coarsest level. Assume that x * h is the solution of (2.1). Then atx h,k , the error isx h,k −x * h = S 1 (x h,k − x * h ) and the residual isr h,k = S 2 r h,k , where
Hence, the error at the new point x h,k+1 is:
and the residual at x h,k+1 is
Therefore, the two-grid multigrid algorithm converges uniformly if the spectral radius
Note that the coarse grid correction alone will not lead to convergence, since usually
The smoothing steps of the two-grid multigrid algorithm smooth the residual r h,k on the fine level h and the coarse grid correction steps damp the error on the coarse level H. Different choices of B h result in different iterative methods. Specifically, if
Let us now study the idea of multigrid from the point view of optimization. Solving the system of linear equations (2.1) is equivalent to solving the strictly convex quadratic minimization problem:
The reduction in the value of the objective function obtained by moving from
wherex h,k , the outcome of the presmoothing step is
and ∇f h,k is the gradient of f h at x h,k . The reduction of the objective function value between
The reduction of the objective function values betweenx h,k and x h,k+1 is (2.5) and (2.6), we have that
If B h is the Gauss-Seidel operator, we have:
where
Therefore the reduction of the objective function value on each multigrid cycle is at least
where the constant
) > 0 follows from the positive definiteness of A h . Summing (2.8) over k from 0 to j, we have:
Then taking the limit as j goes to +∞, we obtain
Consider now the two-grid version of Algorithm 2 without pre-smoothing steps. Suppose we start from a point x h,k that satisfies:
where κ is a constant. Then the gradient at x h,k+1 is
H R h ∇f h,k = 0, which means that the next coarse grid correction e H,k+1 = 0. Therefore, the two grid algorithm can no longer make any progress at the point x h,k+1 by taking steps in the coarse grid.
If we do a line search along the direction e h,k = −P h A
H R h ∇f h,k to find the best point along that direction, i.e., we solve
Hence, using a step length of one along e h,k is optimal 1 . Moreover, we have from (2.6) and (2.9) that
H R h is not of full rank, the reduction of the objective function value is still bounded below by the square of the norm of the gradient multiplied by the positive constant β h,k . Hence, the recursive step e h,k is a good step.
The two-grid algorithm can avoid a break down if it does pre-smoothing steps until a pointx h,k is generated that satisfies (2.10)
Then a recursive step can be taken and the sequence {x h,k } will converge to the optimal solution. The two-grid algorithm with traditional smoothing steps guarantees (2.10) and the smoothing steps also ensure that the norm of the gradient decreases, i.e., ∇f h,k+1 ≤ ν h ∇f h,k for some constant 0 < ν h < 1. Generating the coarse grid correction step e H,k can also be viewed as solving a coarser level minimization problem that is closely related to the finer level problem (2.3) . From the coarse grid residual equation, we have
(The above construction for the coarse grid residual equation is also what is done in the FAS [19, 34] 
. This interpretation provides a motivation for extending the multigrid Algorithm 2 to an algorithm for minimizing a general convex function.
A Multigrid
Method for Unconstrained Convex Optimization. In this section, we develop a multigrid method for the uppermost finest level problem
Without loss of generality, we shall explain the basic idea underlying this method starting from the kth iteration x h,k at level h. Whenever possible, we will compute a search direction d h,k by resorting to problems on coarser levels recursively. If the current level is the coarsest level or the coarser level model is not a good choice, a direction d h,k will be computed directly on the current level h. If a "recursive search" direction is chosen, we first move to the next coarsest level H with an initial point x H,0 = R h x h,k . Next we compute the minimizer (or approximate minimizer) x H,i * of the coarse level problem
where ψ H is an approximation of the original problem (1.1) on the coarse level H. The function ψ H , which we will define below, depends on the point x h,k and the level h and will be different for different points. To simplify our notation, we will omit this dependence when referring to ψ H (·) or its derivatives as this should not cause any confusion. Then we project the direction d * H = x H,i * − x H,0 on level H back to level h to obtain the recursive search direction
where α H,i and d H,i are the step size and search direction, respectively, for the ith iteration on level H. Here each search direction d H,i from x H,i to x H,i+1 for i = 0, · · · , i * − 1 is also computed recursively whenever possible. If a "direct search" direction is chosen, d h,k is computed directly on level h. Many possibilities exist for how to compute such a direction. To illustrate our algorithm, we solve the Newton system:
exactly or inexactly to obtain d h,k , where we have used the notation
As stated above, we must use this direct search direction when the coarse level model is not appropriate. Specifically. we restrict the use of the recursive search direction at the point x h,k to the case where
The reason for this is that R h g h,k may be zero even though g h,k is not zero if g h,k lies in the null space of R h ; hence the current iterate appears to be a stationary point for ψ H whereas it is not for ψ h . These conditions are the same as those used in the multigrid algorithm proposed in [18, 16, 17] . Let us now define the coarse level approximation ψ H explicitly. To ensure convergence and efficiency, the coarse level problem is not simply the discretized problem (1.1) for the coarse level H, but rather:
. Furthermore, if we define v N = 0, then model (3.5) can be naturally extended to all levels and the uppermost level model problem is exactly problem (3.1). Moreover, (3.5) enforces a certain coherence between the fine level problem ψ h and the corresponding coarse level problem ψ H . Lemma 3.1. If we choose the recursive scheme to generate the direction d h,k = P h d * H , where the minimization on the coarse level H starts from the initial point x H,0 = R h x h,k , then the problems of the two consecutive levels h and H are firstorder coherent in the sense that
Proof. The first part of (3.6) comes from the fact that
This together with (3.2) and (2.2) and our assumption that σ h = 1, implies that
The following lemma shows, the recursive search direction
is a convex function. If we choose the recursive scheme to generate the direction d h,k = P h d * H , where the minimization on the coarse level H starts from the initial point x H,0 = R h x h,k and stops at the point x H,i * with
Hence we conclude that inequality (3.7) holds, and from the fact that
In our algorithm, we chose a step size α h,k along the direction d h,k that satisfies the Armijo-Wolfe conditions
where 0 < ρ 1 < ρ 2 < 1 are two controlling parameters. The smaller ρ 2 is, the stricter the line search is. To select a step size α h,k to satisfy (3.9a) and (3.9b), we refer the reader to Algorithms 3.2 and 3.3 in [30] , which are based on interpolation and/or bisection. For a more detailed description of these kind of strategies, see, for example [28] .
Our multigrid algorithm stops when the norm of the gradient is smaller than a given tolerance , i.e. g h,k ≤ ǫ h . It also limits the number of iterations to at most K at all levels h other than the finest level h = N.
Else set v h = 0 and compute
Call line search to obtain a step size α h,k that satisfies the Armijo-Wolfe conditions (3.9a) and (3.9b).
Set x
Remark 3.3. Algorithm 3 automatically chooses between the direct search direction and the recursive direction based on condition (3.4). Therefore it can be viewed as a combination of the global linearization method and the FAS scheme when applied to nonlinear PDEs.
One element in Algorithm 3 that we have not fully specified is how to solve the Newton system (3.3) in the direct search direction computation. The most straightforward way is to solve (3.3) exactly using factorization methods [15] . However, doing this is very expensive on the finer levels. A very natural adaptive strategy is the following. Whenever we are on levels where the total number of variables is not too large and the corresponding Hessian is sparse, compute the Hessian and its Cholesky factorization directly, i.e., (3.3) is solved exactly; for all other cases, we only solve (3.3) to a certain accuracy by using a (preconditioned) conjugate gradient method [15] or the multigrid Algorithm 2.
4. Convergence Analysis. Throughout this section, we define
and adopt some concepts and notation from [18, 16, 17] . 1. We shall refer to the kth iteration on level h as iteration (h, k). We define the iteration (h, k) as the predecessor of a minimization sequence that consists of all successive iterations on level h − 1 until a return is made to level h.
4.1. Uniformly Convex Problems. In this subsection, we assume Assumption 4.1. f h (x) is twice continuously differentiable and uniformly convex; that is, there exist constants 0 < m h < M h < ∞ such that
only by a linear term, Assumption 4.1 also holds for ψ h (x). In the following, we state some useful properties of convex functions. , and hence ψ h (x), satisfy Assumption 4.1.
2. For all x,
where x * is the unique minimizer of ψ h (x). 
We will also make use of the following inequality.
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on k. The result is trivial if k = 1. Suppose the inequality is true for k − 1; we now prove that it is also true for k.
where the last inequality comes from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and the fact that Based on the curvature condition (3.9b) and the uniform convexity of ψ h , we have
for any iteration (j, l) ∈ R(h, k). Hence, the step size α j,l is bounded below by:
We will now show that for certain search directions both α j,l and cos(θ j,l ), where θ j,l is the angle between d j,l and the steepest descent direction −g j,l , are bounded away from zero. Therefore, for such choices, the minimization sequence generated by Algorithm 3 on the uppermost finest level is globally convergent whereas the minimization sequences on all other coarser levels are either globally convergent or stop after at most K steps.
Let
Condition 4.5. If iteration (j, l) ∈ T (h, k), the step direction d j,l and the step size α j,l satisfy
where α T , δ T and η T are positive constants. Note that the last two inequalities in (4.9) imply that cos(θ j,l ) ≥ η T /β T . The steepest descent search direction d j,l = −g j,l obviously satisfies Condition 4.5. The following lemma shows that the exact Newton step satisfies Condition 4.5.
Lemma 4.6. If iteration (j, l) ∈ T (h, k) and the step direction d j,l satisfies G j,l d j,l = −g j,l exactly, then Condition 4.5 is satisfied with parameters
Proof. Since the step d j,l satisfies G j,l d j,l = −g j,l exactly and Assumption 4.1 holds, we have
which together with (4.8) yields (4.9) with parameters (4.10). Now consider the inexact Newton step generated by the conjugate gradient method (CG) method. Given initial values s 0 = 0, r 0 = g and p 0 = −r 0 , the CG method for solving the system linear equations Gd = −g generates
. The solution is set to d = s i when a certain accuracy is achieved. The CG method is invariant under an orthogonal transformation [38] . Defineḡ = Q ⊤ g andḠ = Q ⊤ GQ, where Q is any given orthogonal matrix. Let (s i , r i , p i ) and (s i ,r i ,p i ) be iterates generated by the CG method applied to Gd = −g andḠd = −ḡ, respectively. Then, it can be shown thats i = Q ⊤ s i ,r i = Q ⊤ r i andp i = Q ⊤ p i . In particular, for any given g ∈ R nj and any symmetric matrix G, there exists an orthogonal matrix Q such that Q ⊤ g is parallel to the first coordinate direction and Q ⊤ GQ is a tridiagonal matrix. Specifically, we have
where e i is a vector whose ith element is one and all other elements are zero. We also denote the submatrix of the first i rows and i columns ofḠ byḠ i . Then Lemma 3 in [38] shows us that
.
Using the facts mentioned above, the following lemma shows that the inexact Newton step generated by the CG method satisfies Condition 4.5.
Lemma 4.7. If iteration (j, l) ∈ T (h, k) and the step d j,l is generated by the conjugate gradient method, then Condition 4.5 is satisfied with parameters (4.10).
Proof. For ease of notation, we temporarily drop the subscripts (j, l). Since the CG method is invariant under an orthogonal transformation, we can analyze its behaviour when applied to the system of equationsḠd = −ḡ, whereḠ andḡ have the form given in (4.11). Because an orthogonal transformation does not change the eigenvalues of a matrix, Assumption 4.1 holds forḠ. The well-known interlacing eigenvalue theorem for bordered matrices also implies that Assumption 4.1 holds for all submatricesḠ i . From the relationship between (g i , s i ) and (ḡ i ,s i ) and the fact (4.12), it follows that
In addition,
Therefore, since d = s i+1 when the algorithm exits, we obtain (4.9) with parameters (4.10) similar to Lemma 4.6. The following lemmas show that the recursive steps satisfy properties that enable us to prove convergence of our multigrid method if the direct search directions satisfy Condition 4.5.
Lemma 4.8. Suppose iteration (j, l) ∈ R(h, k)\T (h, k) and Condition 4.5 is satisfied by all direct search steps. Then the step size α j,l is bounded below:
where K, defined in Algorithm 3, is the maximum number of iterations of the minimization sequence at level j − 1. Therefore, α j,l ≥ α * = min{α T , α I } for any (j, l) ∈ R(h, k).
Proof. From the inequality (3.7), it follows that
Since the minimization sequence is monotonically decreasing, the reductions of the function value satisfy
Since ψ j−1 is uniformly convex, it follows from Lemma 4.3 that
Using Lemma 4.4 and the fact that the total number of iterations at level h − 1 is less than K, we have (4.14)
where the last inequality comes from the fact that d j,l is a prolongation of d * j−1 and
Therefore, combining (4.8) and (4.14), we obtain
which completes the proof. Lemma 4.9. Suppose iteration (j, l) ∈ R(h, k)\T (h, k) and Condition 4.5 is satisfied by all direct search steps. Let p be the deepest level in R(j, l) such that
Then for any iteration (q, k) = (q, 0), where p < q < j, and for iteration (q, k) = (j, l), we have
where δ q−p = m 2 η q−p and η i = α * ρ 1 κ 2 i η T . Proof. 1. We will prove (4.16) for (q, k) = (q, 0) where p < q < j by induction on q. First, let us consider iteration (p + 1, 0) which is computed recursively. From inequality (3.7), it follows that
where the last inequality comes from the Armijo condition (3.9a) for iteration (p, 0). Since (p, 0) is computed directly,
From (4.15) and the first condition in (3.4), we obtain
Combining all of these facts together, we get
which proves the second inequality of (4.16) for q = p + 1. From Lemma 4.2, we obtain
which completes the proof of the first inequality of (4.16). Now, suppose (4.16) holds for p < q < j − 1; we prove that (4.16) also holds for q + 1. Similar to the case q = p + 1, we have
since relationship (4.18) also holds with p replaced by q. Using Lemma 4.2 again, we obtain (4.16). 2. For iteration (j, l), inequality (4.16) holds by simply repeating, in an analogous fashion, the above proof:
We can now prove the global convergence of Algorithm 3. Theorem 4.10. Suppose Condition 4.5 is satisfied by all direct search steps. Then the iterative sequence {x N,k } generated by Algorithm 3 at the uppermost level converges to the unique minimizer of f N (x N ).
Proof. The step size α N,k at the uppermost level is bounded from below by a constant α * > 0 from Lemma 4.8. From the Armijo condition (3.9a), we have 
From the second inequality of (4.7) in Lemma 4.2, we get
where 0 < α * η N m < 1 can be verified straightforwardly. By subtracting f N (x * N ) from both sides of the above inequality, we have:
From the first inequality of (4.7) in Lemma 4.2, we obtain that
Corollary 4.12. For any ǫ > 0, after at most
With the help of inequality (4.20) and from the standard convergence analysis for convex functions [8] , we have the result immediately. 
2. The objective function ψ h is convex and continuously differentiable, and there exists a constant L > 0 such that
The Hessian matrix is bounded
for all x h in the level set D h . This assumption implies that there is a constant γ such that
Let us first consider the direct search direction. Since the Hessian G h,k is only positive semi-definite, the direction d h,k generated by solving the system of equations
may not satisfy Condition 4.5. One strategy is to add a small positive multiple of the identity matrix I h to G h,k so that G h,k = G h,k + mI h mI h for some constant m > 0. Then d h,k can be computed by solving the modified Newton system
As in the proofs of Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7, we can easily show that the exact Newton step and the inexact Newton step generated by the conjugate gradient method satisfies Condition 4.5. We also make the following assumption: Assumption 4.14. The step size a h,k is bounded from above for any iteration (h, k); i.e., α h,k ≤ α.
The following lemma shows that the norm of the search direction is uniformly bounded from above.
Lemma 4.15. Suppose Condition 4.5 is satisfied by all direct search steps. Then
from Condition 4.5 and the fact (4.23).
Now consider iteration
We prove this part by induction on levels. Since p is the coarsest level and the total number of iterations at level p is less than K, we obtain
which proves the case q = p + 1. Suppose the lemma is true for level q − 1, we prove that it is also true for level q. Similarly, we have
For ease of notation, we still denote the right hand side by γ, which is finite and bounded from above since there is only a finite number of levels and the number of iterations of each minimization sequence on the coarser levels is at most K. This completes the proof. The following lemma shows that the directional derivative along a recursive search direction and the step size are bounded from below by the norm of the gradient raised to some power.
Lemma 4.16. Suppose iteration (j, l) ∈ R(h, k)\T (h, k) and Condition 4.5 is satisfied by all direct search steps. Let p be the deepest level in R(j, l) such that (4.25) satisfies. Then for any iteration (q, k) = (q, 0), where p < q < j, and for iteration (q, k) = (j, l), we have
where i = q − p.
Proof. 1. We prove this lemma by induction on level q. First, let us consider iteration (p + 1, 0). From inequality (3.7) and Condition 4.5, it follows that
which proves inequality (4.26). Based on the curvature condition (3.9b) and the Lipschitz continuity of ∇ψ h , the step size α p+1,0 is bounded from below
From Lemma 4.15, we obtain
which proves inequality (4.27). Now suppose inequalities (4.26) and (4.27) hold for p < q < j − 1; we prove that they also hold for q + 1. As in the case of q = p + 1, we have
Using Lemma 4.15 again, we obtain inequality (4.27). 2. For iteration (j, l), inequalities (4.26) and (4.27) hold by simply repeating, in an analogous fashion, the above proof. Now we establish the global convergence of Algorithm 3. Theorem 4.17. Suppose Condition 4.5 is satisfied by all direct search steps. Then in Algorithm 3 at the uppermost level
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Assume that g N,k is bounded away from zero; that is, there is a constant ǫ > 0 such that (4.28) ∇f N,k = g N,k ≥ ǫ > 0, for all k sufficiently large.
From Condition 4.5 and Lemma 4.16, it follows that each iteration satisfies
a recursive search direction. Let B j be the subset of indices k such that inequality (4.29) is satisfied with power i = 2 j . From the Armijo condition (3.9a), we have
Summing over k and taking limits, we obtain
Since at least one index set B l is infinite, we have
which is a contradiction.
Remark 4.18. Theorem 4.17 still holds if the bound of the step size for direct search directions in Condition 4.5 is relaxed to α j,l ≥ α T g j,l
2 . Theorem 4.17 shows that there exists a subsequence of {x N,k } converging to a stationary point x * N of problem (3.1). However, since f N is convex and the sequence f N (x N,k ) converges, every accumulation point of {x N,k } is a global optimal solution of problem (3.1).
Corollary 4.19. Suppose Condition 4.5 is satisfied by all direct search steps. Let {x N,k } be the sequence generated by Algorithm 3 at the uppermost level. Then the whole sequence {∇f N,k } converges to zero and every accumulation point of {x N,k } is a global optimal solution of problem (3.1).
Practical Issues.
In this section, we discuss some other components of the multigrid method, including different ways to generate search directions, different strategies for doing smoothing steps and ways to define prolongation and restriction operators. Finally, the full multigrid method, which is used to enhance the performance of the multigrid method for solving PDEs, is extended to our optimization context.
Direct Search Directions.
In our multigrid algorithm, the direct search direction d h,k can be computed by minimization algorithms (combined with a proper line search scheme) other than Newton's method or the steepest descent method. These methods can be applied to compute d h,k without any difficulty because they are totally independent of any information from previous iterates x h,0 , · · · , x h,k−1 . History dependent methods, such as nonlinear conjugate gradient methods and quasiNewton methods, need to be carefully tailored here since d h,k−1 may be computed recursively. One simple strategy is to start from scratch every time these methods are called after a recursive step. But how to utilize these incompatible recursive steps d h,i needs more study.
Smoothing
Steps. Traditionally, the use of smoothing steps is motivated by their ability to smooth errors. Generally speaking, multigrid methods [19, 35] for PDEs will not converge without pre-and post-smoothing. While we can prove convergence of Algorithm 3 without using smoothing steps after each recursive step, we computationally explore the possibility of improving the efficiency of Algorithm 3 by incorporating smoothing steps in section 6.
For quadratic functions, we only require smoothing steps to satisfy condition (2.10) to guarantee global convergence. For general convex functions, we require Condition 4.5 to be satisfied. Adding smoothing steps in the framework of Algorithm 3 is fairly easy. One simple strategy is to do some smoothing direct search steps after a recursive step. When doing smoothing, we don't want to spend too much time, especially for the expensive problems at the finer levels. Several iterations of the steepest descent method or a conjugate gradient method or a limited memory BFGS method are appropriate in this case. However, in our preliminary computational tests, we used a Newton's Method as a smoother but only solved the Newton equation inexactly.
Prolongations and
Restrictions. The mechanics of prolongation and restriction are similar to their counterparts in multigrid methods for PDEs [19, 34, 35] . For example, the nine-point prolongation P h is often represented by the stencil
We require that the restriction R h be compatible with the prolongation P h in the sense that σ h P h = R h . First, define the discretized version of the continuous L 2 inner product at level h
where the scaling factor ω 
where P * h is the adjoint of P h with respect to the inner product (5.1). Therefore, restriction can be defined as
For the nine point prolongation, we have R h = . Since starting from a good initial point usually reduces the total number iterations required, the idea underlying the "full multigrid method" is the use of the multilevel approach itself to provide a good initial point. Suppose we start at a level N 0 where the discretized problem is very easily solved. We interpolate this solution to the next finer level h + 1 as an initial approximation. Thereafter, Algorithm 3 is applied to the discretized problem at level h + 1. This process is then repeated over and over until we reach the uppermost level. The detailed algorithm is as follows. "recursive"
Step 2. For k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N − 1 2.1. Interpolate x h to the next finer working level x h+1,0 = P h x h . 2.2. Call x h+1 = M LS(h+1, x h+1,0 , 0) starting with x h+1,0 , i.e., apply multigrid Algorithm 3 to solve the discretized problem on level h + 1
To illustrate the full multigrid Algorithm 4, we simulate some steps of the algorithm running on a problem from level 1 to level 3 and show the relationship between the level and the iteration history in Figure 5 .1. The x-axis denotes the index of the iteration in the whole minimization procedure whereas the y-axis denotes the level at which the minimization procedure takes places at a given iteration. We denote a direct search direction by →, a recursive search direction by , a prolongation operation by ր and a restriction operation by ց. We mark each iteration in each minimization sequence by a circle and also record its order in the corresponding minimization sequence. For example, there are two minimization sequences on level 2 that we applied to functions that differ by only a linear term. The first minimization sequence on level 2 first resorts to the coarse level model and initializes a minimization sequence on that level to compute a recursive step. This recursive step direction is marked by from the point 0 to the point 1 at level 2. At the point 1, a direct search direction has to be called to compute the point 2 since the switching condition (3.4) fails. It is possible that the switching condition (3.4) still fails at point the 2, then another direct search direction has to be computed. This procedure continues until the convergence condition is satisfied and the algorithm interpolates the solution to level 3 as an initial point.
6. Numerical Tests.
6.1. Test Problems and Discretization Issues. In this section, we apply our multigrid approach to infinite dimensional unconstrained minimization problems of the form 
where the mesh size ω h for the sake of simplicity. Then the objective functional is discretized as
are, respectively, the forward and backward finite differences with respect to x and y.
6.2. Performance of the Multigrid Methods. We mainly focus on the performance of the full multigrid Algorithm 4 with zero or one smoothing step. When we specify that a particular version of Algorithm 3 does k smoothing steps, we mean that before considering doing a recursive step, the algorithm first takes k direct search steps. It may take additional direct search steps if the test for doing a recursive step is not met. The direct search directions on the coarsest level are obtained by factorizing the Hessian. The direct search directions on other levels are computed by a preconditioned conjugate gradient method (PCG) using an incomplete Cholesky factorization pre-conditioner. We denote the version of the method that does not use smoothing steps by "FMLS0-PCG" and the version that uses one smoothing step by "FMLS1-PCG". If the direct search directions on all but the coarsest level are computed by the multigrid Algorithm 2 (MG) for solving the linear equations, we denote these methods by "FMLS0-MG" and "FMLS1-MG", respectively. (See Table 6 .1 for a summary of these methods). We construct the matrices A h for the various levels so that Assumption 2.2 is satisfied for the linear multigrid method. We also give results obtained using Newton's Method with PCG on the finest level for a comparison.
In our test problems the grid spacing is set to 2 −3 at the coarsest level and to 2 Note that these parameters could also be set adaptively for each level. to note that the difference between CPU times is very small. This confirmed the property of multilevel methods that their cost does not increase very much if there are more function, gradient and Hessian evaluations at the coarser levels. We can observe similar behavior for method "FMLS0-MG" and method "FMLS1-MG". All of these methods only take one Newton step at the finest level. Table 6 .2 shows that different inexact solvers for the direct search direction computation lead to quite different results. MG performs better than PCG in this example in terms of CPU time. Although they are not that different in terms of "nls" and "nge", they are different in terms of the operations involving the Hessian (however, it is hard to compare the two quantities "nhe" and "nvc" directly).
To illustrate the multilevel behavior of methods "FMLS0-PCG" and "FMLS1-PCG" we plot the level versus iteration history for them in Figure 6 .1, which is a simplified version of Figure 5 .1. We can see that a recursive step is not always performed; it is only performed if it is necessary. Although "nls" indicates that there are iterations on the coarsest level, Figure 6 .1 shows that the multigrid method never returns to the coarsest level once the minimization procedure is running on the finer levels. The stopping tolerance for PCG and MG is 10 −3 . From Table 6 .3, both "FMLS0- PCG" and "FMLS1-PCG" work well because both methods only need one Newton step at the finest level. But "FMLS0-PCG" spends more time at the coarse level especially at the beginning looking for a good initial point. Both methods achieve very good accuracy and the difference between CPU times is also very small. From Figure 6 .2, we see that the multigrid method also never returns to the coarsest level once the minimization procedure is running on levels close to the finest level. We can observe similar behaviors for method "FMLS0-MG" and method "FMLS1-MG". MG performs better than PCG in this example in terms of CPU time. Table 6 .4, both "FMLS0-PCG" and "FMLS1-PCG" work well for the boundary condition u 1 Ω (x). But "FMLS0-PCG" spends more time at the coarser levels, especially at the beginning looking for a good initial point. Both methods achieve very good accuracy and the difference between CPU times is also very small. From Figure 6 .3, we see that the multigrid method also never returns to the coarsest level once the minimization procedure is running on levels close to the finest level. We can observe similar behaviors for method "FMLS0-MG" and method "FMLS1-MG". MG performs better than PCG in this example in terms of CPU time.
From Table 6 .5, we see that "FMLS0-PCG" and "FMLS1-PCG" also work well, but they require recursive steps quite often for the boundary condition u 2 Ω (x). The difference between the achieved accuracy is small but the difference between CPU time is not. They behave like two level methods as we can see in Figure 6 .4. This fact is of great advantage because the bounds estimated in the convergence analysis are much smaller in this case. Therefore, we can still anticipate a fast convergence rate. However, "FMLS0-MG" and "FMLS1-MG" do not work well in this case. One reason perhaps is that the linear multigrid method we implemented can not handle the nonlinearity well in this case.
7. Discussion. The multigrid Algorithm 3 provides an automatic way to alternate between recursive steps and direct search steps. Usually, different inexact solvers 10 
